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Holiday Competition – Thursday 21st March
Four films were entered in this year’s Holiday Competition. First shown was Max
Bender’s “Floating up a Fjord” which took in the Norwegian scenery on a cruise along
Aurlandsfjord and was set to music by Grieg. Members generally liked the quality of the
shots and the short commentary but some felt it was not well matched to the images and
would have liked more “human interest”

The second film was “Land of the Thunder Dragon” by Andrew Tweed which was
originally filmed on a walking holiday in Bhutan in 2007. The documentary style film
showed the varied landscape and agriculture as well as comparing city and rural life for
the people and included a visit to a Buddhist Temple. Members enjoyed the variety of
styles of shot and the details of daily life.
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Next came John Astin’s “Majorca’s Orange Express” which followed the Palma to Soller
railway through orange groves on its one hour journey which was followed by a thirty
minute tram ride to the coast. Members commented on the visually interesting quality of
the film, detailed commentary, good cut away shots and use of a map to show the route
of the train and tram journey.

Finally came Andrew Saunder’s film “Ati Atihan”, a festival held in Kalibo in the
Philippines which included costumes, dance and Andrew’s encounter with a snake.
Members liked the “holiday” feel of the film, including the rain storm but interviews were
difficult to hear due to the noise of the festival.
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All entries were Advanced.
Winner - John Astin - Majorca's Orange Express - 86%
2 - Andrew Tweed - Land Of The Thunder Dragon - 81%
3 - Andrew Saunders - Ati Atihan - 72%
4 - Max Bender - Floating Up A Fjord - 67 %
Additionally, James Engelfield showed a thirty second film he had made at college which
showed the dangers and distractions that lead to car accidents and the response of the
emergency services. He explained that he had worked in a group on this project which
had taken a long time and valued the comments that members made on his video.
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The Making of: “Land of the Thunder Dragon”
Sometimes when we discuss each other’s films after a competition we can be very critical. But
the club room is a safe environment in which to learn, and over the years I hope I’ve taken on
board lots of the, shall we call it, feedback, from our more experienced film makers.
Land of the Thunder Dragon is a film that I hope
reflects this.
I am by nature disorganised. Rather than spend
time preparing, I’ve tended to shoot from the
hip as it comes at me. I’m far more likely to get a
screwdriver out and dismantle something than
to read the manual. And so it is with film making.
The films I show on club night, invariably have
been shot on holiday. Barbara and I have been
very lucky to have had some wonderful holidays
since I retired and when we go, the video
camera goes with us and is waved about all over
the place capturing nice images of the things we
experience. These often stretch into hours of
rushes.
When I get home I think, what do I do about
this lot? Sometimes I feel I have enough
footage to justify focusing on a single subject,
but often our holidays centre around walking
or hiking, from which is not so easy to create a
story line.
Bhutan has some truly spectacular scenery,
very photogenic. But with over 4 hours of
mixed material downloaded from our trip in
2007 it was difficult to know where to start.
So I didn’t!
Nevertheless, such lovely scenery deserves
to be shown so I decided to do something
with it for the 2019 Holiday Competition.
The elapsed time meant I was not
constrained by structure.
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We often talk about a film’s structure, so I put
the various aspects of what film I had in
suitable categories no matter where in the
country it was filmed. I ended up with Title,
Location, Geography, The Docula Pass, About
(general facts), Agriculture, Thimpu (The
Capital), Buddhism and Paro Paktsang (The
Tigers Nest). I decided to drop geography as a
stand-alone topic as this is covered in other
areas and besides, I didn’t have enough film
material. I then set up my editor with a
sequence for each of these and worked on
them one at a time. This helped me weed out poor or meaningless shots and edit the topic
down to about 1m 30s which I decided was about right to maintain interest. I could then line up
all the sequences.
But before the serious editing got underway,
having worked out my structure, I wrote and
hastily recorded my commentary. I could
then put the commentary on the timeline
and edit the film to it, deliberately leaving
sections where I was going to just have
music to break it up.
So now I had a nearly finished article. I then
re-edited the voice over, having had a good
feel for what worked and what didn’t, and
then re-recorded it to replace the temporary
one.
Back on the timeline, a few more tweaks and I ran the film off as a file and watched it on the TV
with Barbara. This led to a further few more tweaks before I was happy with it.
As I write this, the only competition it has been entered for is the club’s holiday competition. I
will be putting into the usual round of IAC competitions and I doubt it will do more than achieve
three stars, but I must say, I’m rather pleased with it. I think it is a great record of our holiday,
and, although I say it myself, I think it is a good
film of its sort due in small part to picking up on
feedback I’ve received in the past.

Andrew Tweed
March 2019
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A blast from the past
Thanks to Bob Chester, who shared this Institute of Amateur Cinematographers Golden
Jubilee (1933 – 1982) Newsletter and copy of “Amateur Film Maker” also from June
1982. Both have some familiar club names in them and there is also a fascinating article
about film maker Ray Harryhausen, famous for his live action movies featuring stop
motion animation such as “Jason and the Argonauts” and “Clash of the Titans”. The
Jubilee was celebrated at the National Annual General Meeting and Mermaid Trophy
Weekend held in October 1982 at the Palace Hotel in Buxton, Derbyshire.
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“Harry Potter” the Warner Bros. Studio Tour

The eight Harry Potter films, based on the seven books by JK Rowling, were released by Warner
Bros studio over a ten year period from 2001. Although some filming was done on location, an
increasing amount was undertaken at the Warner Bros Studios in Leavesden, near Watford. The
enormous number of costumes, props and sets were stored there and, after filming finished,
Warner Bros decided to reorganise the site so that an exhibition space could be created for
paying visitors.
The walking Studio Tour opened in 2012 and additional sets have been recreated regularly since
then to add to the experience. The tour takes around three hours and up to 6000 people from
across the world attend each day. I have visited three times over the years with family and
friends and everybody has been completely absorbed by the experience of visiting the sets,
learning about filming techniques and seeing how the special effects were achieved. The tour
currently costs £43 per adult and £35 for children. The site includes a restaurant and a large gift
shop with only a few items under £10.
For fans of the “Harry Potter” films, this is a wonderful place to visit, but anyone with a general
interest in film making will learn from the opportunity to see “behind the scenes” and see the
remarkable attention to detail in the making of these films.
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Thanks to Chris Cook for this item about the evening with Kiran Shah on 10th July

NOTICE BOARD


I CURRENTLY USE WINDOWS MOVIE MAKER FOR EDITING BUT IT HAS ITS
LIMITATATIONS AND “QUIRKS”. I AM LOOKING FOR ANOTHER OPEN
SOURCE EDITING PROGRAMME WHICH CAN BE RECOMMENDED AS EASY
TO USE AND OFFERS IMPROVED OPTIONS, PARTICULARLY FOR SOUND.
CAN ANYONE OUT THERE SUGGEST A PROGRAM FOR ME TO DOWNLOAD
AND TRY OUT? THANKS, MAX
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The IAC (Institute of Amateur Cinematographers)is the
umbrella group to which most Clubs like ours belong.
The Country is divided into several regions and we belong to
the North Thames Region.
The IAC has pots of money but are very
to the regions and so we have to raise
The 100 Club is a lottery (Licenced by
in which about 100 numbered shares are
year. Each month there are four prizes

reluctant to pass any
our own funds.
the L.B.of Enfield)
sold at £12.00 a
of £12.

A person may have more than one share. Membership is also
open to Family and Friends. Shares run for 12 months from
the purchase date. The monthly winners are on the North
Thames Region Website.
The profit of about £360 helps to fund the Knockout
Competition and other activities run by the Region.
The winning numbers for April were drawn by Ron and Marie
Jones, see above. Please contact me if you wish to join.
Bob Chester
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Shades of Green – Using a “Green Screen” with Andrew Tweed
On Thursday 4th April, Andrew Tweed led a session using a portable green screen. He
began by showing clips of himself moving around in front of the screen and then the
same shots with a background shot in the place of the screen which he had edited in
using his Edius editing programme. The screen was purchased from Amazon for around
£10. Actors have to avoid wearing green clothes or they will “disappear”!
A number of issues were discussed, such as appropriate scaling of foreground characters
to the background shot, the need to use a tripod to keep the background steady and
characters needing to be at least a metre away from the screen to avoid shadows. The
screen must cover the entire background, similar lighting is needed on both characters
and background and even lighting is required across the whole green screen to avoid
bleed through areas in the finished film.
Three short films were made. Ed Kinge and Robert Ginter discussed being murdered by
their wife so she could have a good life in prison, filmed at a café table to be added to a
café background green screen shot. Gill Harrold and Margaret Farrer had a hot flush with
a café background and James Englefield and Max Bender were confused in a street green
screen scene. Lots of retakes and first hand learning using “red head” lights lent by Geoff
Glover with camera work by Andrew and John Astin.
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BIAFF (British International Amateur Film Festival)
Film competition closing date for entries was: 31st Jan 2019
The Festival was held on 25-28 Apr 2019
The greatest amateur film festival in the British Isles is organised by the IAC. There are no
limits on length, topic or style. In the British tradition all entries are pre-judged and the
festival is a celebratory showing of a selection of the best movies entered, together with a
prize-giving ceremony. Every entry receives written comments from the judges and is
graded if the film maker wishes.
Entry fees - vary according to length and age. Lower rates for IAC members. Discounts
for early entry (by 20th December) and for entering and paying online. Details of the
competition rules change slightly each year. The rules and entry forms are available at:
www.biaff.org.uk.
Congratulations to the following club members for their success this year;
2 Stars:
Christine Collins: Days Out in the Early 1900s
Happy Ending
Phil Elmer:

All In A Day’s Work

Penny Love:

Watch Out, Mosquitoes About!

3 Stars:
John Astin:

A Postcard from Fuerteventura

Christine Collins: The Little Black Book
Andrew Tweed:

Rajputana

4 Stars:
John Astin: Majorca’s Orange Express
John Astin: Not New, And Not A River
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Q. and A. session 18.4.2019
A small group of members met and shared ideas in a circle to help each other solve a
number of film related issues. The discussion was very interesting and informative.

 Why are “green screens” green? Green is used more than blue now as it is not so
often seen on people and will not show patches of background.
 Who are the “A Team”? The A Team are a group of club members who work
together to make films from time to time. There have been others.
 How good is filming on IPads? High quality filming at 4K, sixty frames a second is
possible but requires lots of memory.
 What is ICloud? ICloud is storage in another place on computers rather than on
your phone or device which is safe storage and allows access to past films or
pictures in the same way as an external hard drive does.
 How big can an external hard drive be? A Seagate hard drive memory is measured
in terabytes and is vast, 2 terabytes cost around £70.
 How often should I back up when editing? Very often, every minute.
 What is Nero? A format for copying videos into smaller file sizes.
 What issues are involved using YouTube? Music can be copyright. You can use
“Clipgrab” to download MP3 music files to use but some music has copyright
limitations put on them if you want to upload them in films onto Youtube. You can
buy a £40 licence to do so if you wish.
 How do you edit music? Music can be edited with a programme called “Audacity”
or by using film editing software.
 Do I need permission to film in public places? No, but using a tripod can cause
issues. Bob Chester has a copy of an “official” permission letter.
 What ideas have the group for film scripts to work on? Andrew Tweed suggested
“Grandad’s Army”. James said he has access to new equipment through his
Oaklands College filmmaking course which he can borrow.
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Working up an idea
On Thursday 2nd May, club members met to discuss and develop ideas for new group
films. Erik Jukes had a developed film script of a double love story set in a care home. He
would like to make it but needs actors from outside the club.
Leo Howard had an idea about a nervous boy waiting for a girl to arrive and John Astin
suggest a story based around a café needing to change its menu if we leave the European
Union. Ed Kinge suggest a scenario of a shop keeper losing his trade to online shopping
and then sabotaging it. Eric suggested a comedy parcel collection involving describing the
parcel and a black comedy about a lady with heart problems who rejoiced when she
thought her abusive husband had died only to die of shock when she discovered he was
still alive!
Several short comedy film ideas were suggested by John, and Andrew Saunders described
one set outside a pub that involved a man fishing in a puddle and being rewarded with
free drinks! John has emailed the ideas so far to all club members.

IAC North Thames Region Knockout Competition 2019
This year the competition was held at Northaw Village Hall on Sunday 12th May as a
whole day event. Nine clubs including Potters Bar FilmMakers entered programmes of up
to 25 minutes duration. Three judges, Geoff Harmer, Peter Hearn and Ben Simon chose
the film they liked best and the club whose programme they thought was most
entertaining.
Potters Bar entered “Not New and not a River” by John Astin, “Bus Rider” by Ed Kinge,
“Days Out” by Christine Collins and “Happy Ending” by the A Team. Ten members of
Potters Bar FilmMakers attended during the day out of a total audience of over thirty.
The winning film was “Stafford Hall” by Roy Garner of Walthamstow Amateur CineVideo
Club and best programme was awarded to Finchley Film Makers.
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EAFA...DO YOU KNOW WHAT THIS IS ?

FROM PENNY LOVE

EAFA is the East Anglian Film Archive and is located on the outskirts of Norwich. It was
started in 1976 and looks after, and preserves, some very important and national
collections along with the unique film library of the IAC, (Institute of Amateur
Cinematographers). Their leaflet says that it holds 12,000 hours plus of film, and up to
30.000 hours of videotape amounting to 148.000 physical items in purpose built
temperature controlled vaults.
For more info and to watch them at work, have a look at their website on
www.eafa.org.uk. Click on the tab for East Anglian Film Archives and you will be able to
see a brilliant video all about the place, excerpts from some of the films they have there
and the work they do to preserve the films they take in, a film clip too of a visit by Bernard
Cribbins when he went there to view a film he was in 50 years ago, amazing.
I am sure you are wondering why I am telling you this, I will explain.
Many of you may not know that PBFM first started out as part of the Potters Bar
Photographic Society but found that more and more members were making films so
decided to break away in 1952/3 and formed The Potters Bar Cine Society. Our name has
changed a few times but no lack of enthusiasm for film making.
Various gauges have been developed over the years but ‘in the old days’ amateur film
makers used 16mm, quite big, stored in metal containers called cans, and took up a lot of
room. PBCVS and its members made many films, both as a club and as individuals, so a
library was kept and for the last 20 or so years has been in my loft since Bernard Ashby,
the chap who used to keep them, moved to Australia.
For several years the PBFM committee have said that the collection should be kept
elsewhere for posterity and safety, (as well as me moaning about the room they are taking
up and spiders with hob nails boots on, lurking amongst them), so at last, in 2018, we
actually did something about it and contacted Phillip Collins at the archives about us
donating the more historical and important ones to them.
To use his words, he said they would love to have films from such a prestigious club and
to let them have the details of those we would like them to take over.
To cut a very long story short, Christine sort of volunteered to take on the job and it has
taken about a year to get it all sorted and agreed, and all the paperwork signed and sealed,
as to which ones would be the best for us to donate to them and that they would like to
keep.
This ended up with two quite big and very heavy boxes having to be taken up to Norwich
and Bob volunteered to drive with Christine, and possibly me, in tow. Unfortunately
Christine had hurt her back and couldn’t travel on the day so I rode ‘Shotgun’ and having
set the trusty Sat Nav, left lots of food and water for my Moggy with instructions that he
was on security duty, (which meant that he almost immediately went to bed for a
snooze!!!), we set off from my house about 9.45am on the Thursday.
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Unusually, the M25 and M11 were flowing extremely well and we didn’t have any hold
ups apart from a slow bit on the A11 just before we ‘arrived at our destination’, as the Sat
Nav lady told us. Bob had been there some years ago on a BIAFF outing so had a rough
idea where it was, and we had been told that outside the Archives there was an aircraft so a
good landmark.

The Archive is part of the County Hall buildings so we had to have a parking permit for
the car and the little man in the kiosk duly issued us with one and told us where the place
was. Easy peasy and we had arrived within a few minutes of our estimated time. Not so
‘easy peasy’ as we thought as we rode round the grounds and building areas a few times
but no sign of any airplane or hint of the Archive building so we had to ask for instructions
again and found the place. No wonder we hadn’t spotted the plane as was full size but on a
sort of stand and behind trees!!!
Bob soon sussed out that the make of the plane was a Jaguar, so we knew that it would be
a good day. Having parked the car he went off to find out where we had to go and came
back with Phillip Collins, the IAC curator, Angela Graham, the Archive manager, and
Jane Alvey, the curator, who were all waiting to welcome us. (These three are all in the
video I mentioned at the start of this article). They had brought along a trolley to take the
films in thank goodness as they were really too heavy to carry more than a few yards.
Having taken a couple of photos of the ‘handing over’ bit, we went into the building and
along to the room where they and the other people (mainly volunteers, all on different
days) worked, dealing with films and other items that had come into their care.
There was some old equipment and other bits and pieces in the room, and files and
cabinets and cupboards of course, but the main interest was our films and Jane
immediately opened the boxes to not only check what was in them against the list
Christine had sent and enclosed, but to see them after all the time that had been involved in
getting them there.
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As soon as we went into the room we could feel the atmosphere of genuine care and
attention that would be given to any films or other items that were donated to the Archives
so we knew ours would be in good hands.
While we drank a welcome cup of coffee, Phillip asked about many of the PBFM folk who
he has known over the years and told us some of the history of the place and how it all
works. To be honest, he gave us so much information, as he knows all about the place
from when it first started to the present day and beyond, that I can’t remember it all and it
would be a very thick book indeed if all the information that he, and all the others, have
learned and know, was ever written.
After a quick lunch they asked if we would like a guided tour of the whole place and who
would refuse that. Angela and Jane had meetings so Phillip took us round. They do have
organised visits from schools and other interested groups but we felt that ours was a bit
special.
First off we had to put on very thick jackets as all the vaults are temperature controlled,
one of them down to 4C, as everything has to be in the very best conditions to preserve it.
Not only do they have thousands and thousands of feet of film in all gauges stored there
but also hundreds of items of equipment along with various paper items, including boxes
of the IAC papers and copies of every Radio Times issued for a start!!!
TV companies have their programmes and newsreels there too otherwise they would be
‘lost’ and much historical information for the future are in these ‘cans’, on film and now
video, but mostly from the East Anglian area, of which Hertfordshire is part. Not only
were the shelves filled to the brim but there were boxes and suit cases and just the items,
on the floor that haven’t been looked through yet. Everyone has their own section of shelf
space with what they are currently working on but it takes hours and hours to get each
item dealt with and catalogued so there, in front of us, were years of work to still be done,
not counting all the new items donated.
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They would like to digitise all the filmic stuff but it takes 7 hours to digitise 1 hour of film
from start to finish. Why so long you may ask? Well, talking about film only, the short
version as I remember it, starts with it being checked in with all relevant information
noted, some arrived with a lot of paperwork and some with only a few notes. It has to be
viewed very carefully, frame by frame in case splices, (for non-film people these are what
you joined each piece/scene/shot of film with, some were done with a sort of glue, some
with a kind of sellotape), have broken and need replacing, (they soon won’t be able to get
the necessary replacements).
Once any repairs have been done and checked and double checked, the film has to be
cleaned. A special machine does this but any with a ‘sound stripe’ cannot be cleaned this
way as it has slightly abrasive brushes and it would take the stripe off. When its dry, it is
checked again for any problems and goes to the viewing suite for any colour corrections,
again, each frame has to be checked and corrected individually, so even if the film is only
a few minutes long this can take a very long time and not in just a couple of minutes as its
done by hand, not by a machine!!!
Eventually its put on to a hard drive, don’t ask me the technicalities of how this is done
and how long it takes, but the machine that does all this cost about £80,000 so more than
just putting the film in a slot and pressing a button.

After having been into each of the vaults and getting warmed up again outside of them, we
saw the special system that is needed in case any fire etc. starts for some reason as
everything in there could be destroyed within a few minutes. They are pleased that so far
this has never happened as not only would it cost about £8000 to reset it again but
anything damaged, however small, cannot be replaced.
After a quick tour of the people who work there’s offices, with desks full of computers and
monitors, files and more paperwork, among the ever mounting donated items on tables,
chairs and the floor, sadly time overtook us and before we knew it, it was time to leave but
we had had a thoroughly enjoyable time with ‘the Archive People’.
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We only met 3 of them as they are not all there every day, but if it were not for these
dedicated people, as I have said before, the majority volunteers, all this very important
history would be lost forever to the nearest tip, dump or skip.
It’s nice to think that these folk take such care of ‘our’ work and if wasn’t for people like
us, taking and making films of all sorts, be it from the most carefully thought out and
made documentary to the ordinary, and sometimes not even edited, ‘baby on the lawn’
stuff, and for the archivists of such work, in the not so distant future, no one would have
known that we, and our lives, had ever existed.
Lots of ‘food for thought’ from the day and I have only given you a very small snippet of
the guided tour but it was well worth the journey.
Penny Love

Film Club Dinner and “Film of the Year” Awards
On Thursday 16th May, the Annual Film Club Dinner was held. This year, the Wyllyotts
Centre provided the two course meal with coffee afterwards and twenty three members
and partners attended. Unfortunately, Ron and Marie Jones had to drop out at the last
moment as they were unwell. We enjoyed the dinner and Penny Love was thanked for
organising it so successfully. Andrew and Barbara Tweed were presented with a gift for
their garden to celebrate their special anniversary year.
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After the meal was finished, Andrew Tweed showed the three short films made on the
“Green Screen” evening this year. The “Film of the Year” awards were judged by Ron
Prosser and David Fenn who prepared scores and feedback on each film for the film
makers. Extracts of the twenty three films were shown and John Astin congratulated the
club on being such prolific film makers. The awards were then presented:

Potters Bar Film of the Year
Competition Results
2018/19
1. Film of the Year - The Hobby Habit by Christine Collins
2. First Runner Up - Bus Rider by Ed Kinge
3. Second Runner Up – The Little Black Book by Christine Collins
4. Best Graduate - Friends by James Englefield
5. Best Camerawork - Land of the Thunder Dragon by Andrew Tweed
6. Best Use of Sound - The Little Black Book by Christine Collins
7. Best Editing - The Hobby Habit by Christine Collins
8. Film Maker of the Year - Andrew Tweed
Film Maker of the Year 2018/19
Name
1
2
2
2
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Andrew Tweed
Max Bender
John Astin
Christin Collins
Andrew Saunders
Ed Kinge
Eric Jukes
Phil Elmer
Penny Love
James Englefield
Dominic Lobo
Leo Howard

Open
12
20
16
10
12

Documentary

Record

12
6
20
20
8
14

Variable

14
12
16
10
20
6

16
10
8
8
6

14
6
20
12
16
10

Holiday
16
12
20
14

Total
68
56
56
56
54
48
30
16
10
8
8
6

Andrew Tweed was thanked for presenting the awards and Heather won the Grand Raffle
Prize. Afterwards, club members chatted and it was a most enjoyable evening.
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Max and Andrew’s favourite things
On Thursday 30th May, Max Bender and Andrew Saunders presented “Their favourite
things”. Max and Andrew decided to combine their ‘Favourite Things’ evening and
alternated telling us about some of the interesting bits and pieces they really like.
Andrew started off by saying that he likes architecture and concentrated on ‘The
Barbican’ area, and as we now have access to the internet, via our new projector, he took
full advantage of it, thanks to Leo’s expertise at pressing all the right buttons.
We saw a short film called ‘Going Underground’, when one of the engineers showed us
round some of the mysteries on some floors below the building itself. Kevin, the
engineer, said he would like to be involved with the management side of things,
especially as no one knows that he is even there, but so far no offers to help.
Did you know that there is a secret conservatory above it too? The guide said that there
are about 1500 different species of plants there and even a special cactus room, very
special indeed. The area was originally build as a ‘middle class housing estate’, definitely
not thought of as being that now no doubt.
We then saw a film about some lads who decided to try and beat the underground train
from Moorgate to Farringdon by leaping out of the train door when it stopped at the
station and them running through the streets and catching the train again, even the same
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carriage, taking lots of short cuts over buildings, up drainpipes, up and down steps and
across roofs on the way. Did they do it? Of course they did !!!!!
Max then showed his family and friends to the record of ‘When I’m Sixty Four’ which
celebrated Max’s 64th birthday. We had seen it at a club night in a competition but good
to see again.
Max is a huge Doctor Who fan and has always loved it right from the start when William
Hartnell was the first Doctor. He goes to loads of conventions and things and had brought
along some of his collections of souvenirs. A lovely model of the Tardis, (I saw a full size
one on the back of a trailer when coming back from Ipswich some years ago, on its way
to or from wherever, and thought I was seeing things).
Max has met many of the famous people and characters involved in the series, and had
his photo taken with them, including the Doctors themselves. Lovely to see, in person,
some of the items we have only seen on TV. One picture he showed was of a Dalek, (my
favourite), made in 3D stained glass, amazing, it was designed by Jamie Anderson, son of
film maker Gerry Anderson, famous for the TV series “Thunderbirds”.
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The final bit for this section was a film to a record of Country Gardens, orchestra only, by
Percy Granger. Many of the stills of plants and flowers were filmed in Max and Helen’s
garden.
After the break Andrew said he also loves Jazz so showed us some film of Humphrey
Lyttleton, who lived in a lovely house in Arkley, Barnet and who he and his brother had
installed the central heating for. An excerpt of film showed Humphrey talking to camera
when he went to perform in the Town Hall in Birmingham, built in the style of Roman
Revival Civic architecture, and home of the City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra, and
where he had first performed in 1947.

Max then showed us some of the most unusual masks that he collects, including some
very menacing ones used for all sorts of ceremonies in various countries around the
world and ones that you wouldn’t like to meet coming round a corner on a dark night like
the red one from Sri Lanka with lots of big teeth and bulging and staring eyes, very scary
!!!!!!!!!!!!! Another was from India which had the top and bottom halves made
separately so that it moved, like a face does, when the person wearing it spoke. One of
the ‘nicer’ ones was one from Venice used in the famous winter festival there, and was
made to resemble a bird’s face and was in blue and gold.
Max then ended the evening by talking about Chickenshed Theatre, (he and Helen are
very much involved with this and are now also Duty Managers). This inclusive theatre
company, in Cockfosters, did actually start in a chicken shed in Wrotham Park in 1974 but
over the years, and with lots of support and donations from many famous people
including Princess Diana, it is now a very well-known theatre with the performing
company being made up of people aged from 16 to over 80 years of age and of all
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abilities. They have inclusive children’s groups from toddlers to 18 and offer BTEC and BA
courses to students too. They try to give out ‘a message’ about the value of inclusion in
their shows as well as having famous people giving talks. A recent one was Derek Jacobi
talking about his life. We saw a film about the rehearsal of a show called ‘Friends’ which
was based on one of the Beatles songs.
Penny Love

A filming opportunity, suggested by Bob Chester
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Filming tips, with Christine Collins
On Thursday 13th June, Christine Collins ran the club night on tips for film makers and
covered a large number of aspects of film making technique. She began with shooting a
large amount of footage (rushes) with good coverage, angles and zooms and pans. She
discussed the editing process and cutting to produce brief and effective individual shots.
Christine advised “think while you film” to get a wide variety of shots, some background
sounds that can be cut in if necessary and consider what sort of commentary might be
needed along with appropriate music and sound effects. John Astin said he uses a
continuous train soundtrack to cover cuts and shot changes which adds to continuity for
the viewer during his train films.
We looked at two commercials, Cadburys and Specsavers. The Cadburys commercial of a
young girl buying chocolate for her Mum from a corner shop was 1 minute long and had
44 shots including big close ups and was filmed at the child’s eye level.

Christine considered the advantages and disadvantages of using more than one camera
which can produce continuity issues. She discussed dubbing sound and how to achieve lip
synch by filming away from the face. “Cut-ways” allowed changing camera positions and
“crossing the line”.
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The Specsavers commercial, a “cat” at the vets, had 18 long, medium and close-up shots
and lasted 40 seconds, with careful lighting to ensure continuity of colour balance.
Christine also used examples from her own films to demonstrate lighting of the face with
one “catch light” in each eye to make them look “alive”.
She talked about effective titles which may be delayed to allow the visuals and voice over
to introduce the film first. Commentary needs to be natural, as though talking informally
to the person next to you to draw the audience into the film. Captions and credits need a
type font and size appropriate to the film content and should be spell checked. It is best
to avoid captions and “voice over” simultaneously. Music should fade in and out to fit the
visuals and be faded down before “voice over” begins. Finally, Christine was thanked for
an interesting and informative evening.
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Quiz time, with Bob Chester

Can you identify this engine part from a 1904 Hotchkiss car? (Answer in the next News
Letter) Possible clue, videos on YouTube… Email your answers to Bob Chester.

A 24-hour Challenge
2019 is a milestone year at the Tweed house. Both of us have reached a ‘significant’
birthday and we celebrate a significant wedding anniversary. With this in mind, Barbara
thought we needed a challenge, and so the objective set was of walking Wainwright’s
Coast to Coast path. Officially 190 miles that takes in three national parks, the Lake
District, the Yorkshire Dales and the North York Moors from St Bees to Robin Hood’s
Bay.
We set off the week after Easter to confront some of the iconic peaks in Wainwright’s
beloved Lake District before arriving in Kirkby
Stephen at the foot of the Pennines. This walk is a fullon geography field trip filled with wonderful finds and
adventures and generally we were coping well.
That is until we reached the North York Moors!
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Wainwright planned his Coast to Coast walk to keep you to the high ground, an objective
he certainly achieved. At 19.5 miles, our longest day was from Osmotherly, to the
remotely located Lion Inn at Blakey Ridge high up on the moors, taking in 6 peaks on the
way. It was always going to be a challenge but with a temperature of just 3 degrees,
nonstop rain and at 20 mph + headwind, it was brutal. Much of this section of the walk is
shared with another National trail, the Cleveland Way. But it was the discovery of the sign
below that caught my eye before we ascended the next peak known as the Wainstones:
Richard was a volunteer at Teeside Branch who devised a 40mile circular walk around the North York Moors. Obviously, a
man that liked a challenge! His family erected this memorial
stone at a favourite spot when he died some years ago. I was
unaware of this walk but perhaps I should have paid more
attention as this year’s Samaritan Charity walk takes in part of his
route and is organised by Teeside Branch. As I write this, entries
have officially closed but, off the record, it is not fully subscribed
so a late entry might be successful.
So why call this piece A 24 hour challenge? Well if you can
complete the Samaritan Way in 24 hours, you can earn yourself
the right to apply for a badge to commemorate your achievement. What’s stopping you?
Oh, and yes! We did finish our 19.5 mile,
and blustery day on the North York Moors.
Inn was heaven and two days later we
onto the sands at Robin Hood’s Bay and let
Sea wash over our boots after 15 days and
200 miles Coast to Coast.

wet, cold
The Lion
walked
the North
exactly

28th May 2019
Andrew and Barbara Tweed

The “A Team” at work
Members of the “A Team” have been busy and have three new films in post-production
and another to be filmed on location in early July. More news coming at the 25th July Film
Club meeting “What’s in the can?” Here are some production photos from two of the
new films. Hopefully, there will be a number of new movies ready for our final meeting
before the August break.
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All articles written by the editor unless credited otherwise, with
grateful thanks to all the contributors

Distribution Dates for Next Newsletter.
Please send your articles or comments for inclusion
In the Autumn Newsletter to:The PBFM Editor – Max Bender

bender@screaming.net
by the following dates:Last dates for Hard Copy Input to the editor 4th October 2019
Last dates for Contributions by e-mail 11th October 2019
(WORD documents, with JPEG photographs separately)
E-mail and Hard Copy Distribution date 18th October 2019
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